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1 Introduction

This paper is about Alan Turing’s paper On Computable Numbers, with an Application to the
Entscheidungsproblem, which was published in 1936. In his paper, he introduced what later has
been called Turing machines as well as a few examples of undecidable problems. A few of these
will be brought up here along with Turing’s arguments in the proofs but using a more modern
terminology. To begin with, there will be some background on the history of why this breakthrough
happened at that given time.

1.1 Algorithms

The concept of an algorithm has always existed within the world of mathematics. It refers to a
process meant to solve a problem in a certain number of steps. It is often repetitive, with only
a few rules to follow. In more recent years, the term also has been used to refer to the rules a
computer follows to operate in a certain way. Thereby, an algorithm can be used in a plethora of
circumstances. The word might describe anything from the process of solving a Rubik’s cube to
how search engines like Google work [4].

According to the Dictionary by Merriam-Webster, the word algorithm comes from the Arabic
word algorism, which means ”the system of Arabic numerals”. That word can be traced all the
way back to Persian mathematician abu-Ja’far Mohammed ibn-Mūsa al-Khuwārizmi who in the
9th century did important work related to algebra and numeric systems [4].

1.2 Formalisation of the concept of algorithms

In the year 1900, the German mathematician David Hilbert published a list of 23 unsolved mathe-
matical problems. Today, about half of them have been solved in a widely accepted manner while
the other half still only have partially accepted or controversial solutions.

Hilbert’s tenth problem seeks an algorithm that could find whether any given Diophantine
equation, a polynomial equation with integer coefficients, has a solution where all unknown variables
take integer values. Finding the solution to this problem took decades and was formally solved in
1970 with the answer being it doesn’t exist. Or as he put it:

Given a diophantine equation with any number of unknown quantities and with ratio-
nal integral numerical coefficients : To devise a process according to which it can be
determined by a finite number of operations whether the equation is solvable in rational
integers. [3]

Here Hilbert used the words ”quantities” and a ”process” for the concepts that today are known
as ”variables” and an ”algorithm”, respectively. Had the problem been solvable, one would simply
have to put forward the algorithm Hilbert was looking for. The fact that the problem does not
have a solution lead to the need to formalise the concept of an algorithm in the early 1900s, which
previously had not been as relevant.

The study of formalising algorithms is known as the the theory of computability and was in-
stigated in the 1930s by several young mathematicians and logicians. Most notable of these being
Kurt Gödel, Alonzo Church and Alan Turing. They suggested a new characterisation of the algo-
rithmic computability. Little did they know that this would be the start of a revolution in the field
of mathematics, initialising the Information Age [2].
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David Hilbert, a leading mathematician of his time, suggested an axiomatisation for mathematics
to insure consistency, starting with arithmetics and a finitary consistency proof of the formalised
arithmetics. Additionally, Hilbert suggested that any of the statements in the field of mathematics
would be considered a formal sequence of symbols. Shortly after, in 1928, he proposed the decision
problem, more known as the Entscheidungsproblem. The Entscheidungsproblem asked whether
there exists an algorithm that, given any formal statement could answer whether the statement is
valid in all structures or not. Goldbach’s conjecture is an example of such a statement. In 1931 Kurt
Gödel, then only one year into his PhD, disproved Hilbert’s consistency program with his famous
incompleteness theorem [7]. Thereby, he permanently changed the foundation of mathematics.

Between 1931 and 1934 Alonzo Church and his graduate student, Stephen Kleene, worked on
λ-calculus, in hopes of providing a way to formalise mathematics and the concept of algorithms.
The λ-calculus is pretty similar to today’s functional programming [1]. In 1934 Church proposed
to Gödel that a function is effectively calculable if and only if it is λ-definable. This first version
of Church’s Thesis was rejected by Gödel. In 1934, Gödel extended the Herbrand-Gödel general
recursive functions to include funcitons f such that the value f(n) is calculable by using previously
calculated values f(m) of the same function where m < n. For example the factorial function where
f(0) = 1 and f(n + 1) = (n + 1)f(n). Church happily accepted the extension and formulated his
famous Church’s Thesis in 1935 although, again Gödel rejected it [7].

Alan Turing attended lectures on Gödel’s paper from 1931 and Hilbert’s Entscheidungsproblem.
He submitted a solution to the problem in his paper On Computable Numbers, with an Application
to the Entscheidungsproblem from 1936. The paper got a great deal of respect for several reasons. It
presented the concept of a human computing agent, which he called a ”computor”, and introduced
the intuitive concept of a ”function produced by a mechanical process”. He described a simple
formal machine and demonstrated the equivalence of its operation to the previous concept. In the
article, Turing proved the unsolvability of Hilbert’s Entscheidungsproblem which had been studied
by mathematicians for quite some time. Furthermore, he proposed the universal Turing machine
which can duplicate any other Turing machine. Finally, he introduced the concept of a machine
interacting with a database, in a similar way modern computers interact with the internet. Turing’s
machines could take an input tape with a sequence describing any data, as well as give an output
with a sequence describing data. Gödel enthusiastically accepted Turing’s analysis and always gave
him credit for the definition of mechanical computability [7].

Turing’s idea of the universal machine which could store programs to run can be compared
to the way for example mobile phones today run on an abundance of different applications. The
applications can in turn adapt to different input. Any other machine, built up until then, was in
comparison very limited in the sense that it could only run a particular program. This idea of
Turing’s was realised in the 1940s when the first-ever physical stored-program machine was built.
That was a precursor to the computers and mobile phones known today who run on an abundance
of programs and applications [2].

It should be noted that in later years, Church and Kleene’s λ-calculus, Gödel’s recursive func-
tions, Turing’s machines and other methods that appeared around the same time have been proven
to be equivalent. Namely, a function that can be computed with one of these methods can also be
computed with some other of the aforementioned methods [7].
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2 Turing machines

Alan Turing called his mathematical concept of algorithm a computing machine but they were later
given the name Turing machines. Here they will often simply be referred to as machines.

A machine is run on a given tape. The tape is one dimensional and infinitely long in both ways.
The tape is divided into sections, where each section is capable of containing one symbol from a
finite set of symbols, called the alphabet. A section might also be blank, meaning that it contains
no symbol. The tape with no symbols in any of its sections is called the empty tape, illustrated in
figure 1.

Figure 1: Example of the empty tape.

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

Figure 2: An example of a machine currently reading symbol ”0” on the tape. The triangle marks
the head of the machine.

The machine has a head that points to the section that the machine is currently reading. In
figure 2, the triangle marks the head, pointing to the current section on the tape. This current
section is the only one the machine can read at any given time. The machine can step its head
one section to either the right or the left of the current section and is thereby able to read a new
symbol. In this way, it can in some way be considered to have infinite memory. The sequence of
symbols on the tape, before a machine is run on it, is called the machine’s input.

T

Figure 3: Example of a tape with the sequence T printed on it.

A sequence T of symbols will here sometimes be illustrated as in figure 3. Note that the whole
sequence is, of course, not all in one section of the tape. Each symbol of sequence T is in exactly
one section.

A machine has a finite set of states. The pair of the machine’s current state and its current
symbol is called its current configuration. The machine’s configuration decides what the machine
does at each given time. Every machine has a start and final configuration. The machine is
always in its start configuration when it starts running, and it stops running if it reaches its final
configuration.

Depending on the configuration, a machine can erase a symbol from the current section or print
a new symbol in its place. The configuration can also make the machine take a step to either the
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left or the right of the tape and change the machine’s state to another. The symbols printed by the
machine after it has run on the tape and stopped are called the machine’s output.

Definition 2.1. Formally, a Turing machine can be described as a sixtuple (Q,Σ,Γ, δ, s, f) where:

(i) Q is a finite set, the set of states.

(ii) Σ is a finite subset of Γ containing symbols that make up the input-alphabet.

(iii) Γ is a finite set of symbols making up the tape-alphabet.

(iv) δ is the transition function from (Q−{f})×Γ to Q× (Γ∪{L,R}), where L represents a step
to the left and R represents a step to the right.

(v) s ∈ Q, is the starting state.

(vi) f ∈ Q, is the final state.

As an example of the transition function, then δ(p, a) = (q, b) would mean that if a machine is
in the state p and reads symbol ”a”, then it will print the symbol ”b” in its current section of the
tape and go to the state q.

2.1 Coding of machines

A machine’s transition function describes the machine’s operations. Turing described a machine
by listing its configurations (its current state and symbol), the consequent operation as well as the
next state the machine would go to.

In figure 4, suppose that the states qi, qm ∈ Q, Sj ,∈ Σ and Sk ∈ Γ where Q,Σ and Γ are as
defined in definition 2.1. Suppose that q1 is the starting state s, meaning the machine described
always starts running in that configuration. In the ”Operation” column of the figure, the symbols
SkL mean that the machine prints the symbol Sk in its current section and steps one section to the
left. If neither the symbol ”L” nor ”R” is in the operation column, the machine stays in its current
section.

State Symbol read Operation Next state

qi Sj SkL qm (N1)
qi Sj SkR qm (N2)
qi Sj Sk qm (N3)

Figure 4: Example of a table describing a Turing machine’s configurations and operations.

In this way, all possible actions of a machine are covered by three categories. Any line of the
kind (N1) can be written as the expression qiSjSkLqm;, then lines of the kind (N2) can be written as
qiSjSkRqm: and lines of the kind (N3) can be written qiSjSkNqm; where semicolon ”;” symbolises
the end of an expression.

Next Turing replaced any qi by the letter ”D” followed by the letter ”A” repeated i times, as
well as replacing any Sj with the letter ”D” followed by the letter ”C” repeated k times. The
machine could now be described only with the letters ”A”, ”C”, ”D”, ”L”, ”R”, ”N” and ”;”.
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State Symbol read Operation Next state

q1 S0 S0R q1
q1 S1 S1R q1
q1 S2 S1R q2
q2 S0 S0R q2
q2 S1 S1R q2
q2 S2 S1R q3

Figure 5: The configurations and operations of a Turing machine MR that replaces the two first
symbols ”1” that it finds with the symbol ”0”.

Input:
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

Output:
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Figure 6: An example of an input tape and the resulting output tape of the machine MR. The
head marks the section that the machine starts in.

Let S0 denote the blank symbol, S1 the symbol ”0” and S2 the symbol ”1”. Now the machine
MR described in figure 5 goes through two configurations, staring in q1. The machine steps through
the input tape and replaces the two first symbols ”1” with the symbol ”0” while leaving any other
symbol as it was. After replacing the second symbol, it goes to the final state q3 and stops running.
Figure 6 illustrates an example of how, given an input tape, the resulting output tape would look.

State Symbol read Operation Next state

q1 S2 S1R q2
q2 S2 S1R q3

Figure 7: A simplified way to describe machine MR.

Any irrelevant lines that only step on the tape without changing any symbols and don’t change
the current state could be erased to get a simpler description of the machine MR like in figure 7.
The machine could now be described with

DADCCDCRDAA;DAADCCDCRDAAA;
Turing called this the standard description of a machine. He also went one step further by

replacing the symbols ”A”, ”C”, ”D”, ”L”, ”R”, ”N” and ”;” with the numbers 1 to 7, as shown in
figure 8.

Standard description A C D L R N ;

Description number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 8: Converting symbols from the standard description form to the description number form
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In this way a machine can be completely described with a number which Turing called the
description number of the machine. For example, the machine MR described in figure 8 above
would then have description number:

31322325311731132232531117
This number converted to binary form will here be called the code of the Turing machine, which

in this case would be:
1100111101000110000101010100001010010110100111000110000110000010110100111110010101101

2.2 Unbounded and bounded machines

A machine is called unbounded if it, when run on the empty tape, prints an infinite number of
symbols ”0” and ”1” in infinitely many sections of the tape. Hence, such a machine never stops
running when started on the empty tape. The symbols printed by the machine can also only be
replaced with other symbols a finite number of times. A machine that is not unbounded is called
bounded.

Lemma 2.1. There exists an infinite number of unbounded machines.

Proof. For any natural number n, a machine M can be constructed that prints the symbol ”1” n
times and after that, an infinite number of the symbol ”0”. That is, given the empty tape as input,
the machine consists of n configurations along with the last configuration that only prints ”0” in
a loop. Thereby it never gets to a final state but prints an infinite number of ”0”’s which makes
M unbounded. Because there exists an infinite number of natural numbers, there also exists an
infinite number of unbounded machines.

2.3 Binary sequences representing real numbers

Every real number between 0 and 1 can be represented as an infinite sequence of symbols ”0” and
”1”. Take, for example, the number x = 0.8125. Converted to binary form, it is x = 0.1101. Now
only take the symbols ”0” and ”1” that are after the decimal point and add an infinite sequence
of the symbol ”0” after it. Now the sequence representing x is 11010000... . Had this number x
been irrational, then its binary representation would have been infinite and there had been no need
to add the infinite sequence of symbol ”0” afterwards. Provided the condition that no sequence of
this sort can end with an infinite sequence of 1’s, then there exists a unique sequence for all and
any real number between 0 and 1.

A real number as well as the binary sequence representing the real number is called computable
if there exists an unbounded Turing machine, described in section 2.2, that prints the sequence on
the tape after being started on the empty tape.
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2.4 Examples of Turing machines

Here below are a few examples of Turing machines. Some of these examples are well-known to solve
specific type of problem while some are intended to describe machines used here later on.

A code recogniser

There exists a machine that will here be called V. When given a tape with a sequence T of symbols
”0” and ”1”, this machine V determines whether the sequence is the code of some machine MT .

T

workspace T

Figure 9: The tape before and while machine V runs on it.

It leaves the sequence T untouched on the tape and does its computations on the workspace
which is on the left side of T with one blank symbol between T and any computations. Figure 9
shows the input tape where the machine leaves one blank space before using any other section to
the left as workspace for its computations. Note that, as mentioned in section 2, of course each
section of the tape contains only one symbol and not a sequence of numbers. This applies for both
the sequence T and the workspace that machine V uses.

TD T

Figure 10: The tape while machine V is running on it.

The machine V first converts the sequence T on the input tape from a binary number to decimal
number TD using an algorithm such as Euclid’s algorithm [5]. Thereafter, V prints the decimal
number in the workspace, illustrated in figure 10. The machine V can then decide if TD follows the
pattern of a description number of a machine MT . Section 2.1 provides further explanation of the
description number.

T 1/0

Figure 11: The tape after machine V has run on it.

Once machine V has its verdict, it prints the symbol ”1” or ”0” to the right of sequence T,
leaving one blank symbol between them. The symbol ”1” meaning T is the code of a machine,
while symbol ”0” stands for the sequence not being the code of a machine.

Finally, it erases all symbols in the workspace, replacing them with blank symbols and stops
running. The output tape now only has the sequence T of and a symbol ”1” or ”0” symbolising
whether the sequence T is the code of a Turing machine or not, represented in figure 11.
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Turing’s universal machine

The machine U is Turing’s universal machine, and it can print the pinary sequence of any computable
number. Machine U is given an input tape with code KM of an arbitrary machine M. To the right
of this code KM one section is left blank before a sequence Ks to the right of that blank section.
The sequene Ks is the binary representation of a sequence s. This sequence Ks might, of course,
be blank.

KM Ks

Figure 12: The tape before the machine U runs on it.

When U is now run on this tape, it will print the same number on the tape as machine M would
have. Meaning that if M prints the sequence t on its output tape when run on an input tape with
sequence s, then U prints the sequence Kt, the binary representation of t, on its output tape once
run on an input tape with sequences KM and Ks.

Kt

Figure 13: The tape after the machine U has run on it.

If machine M does not come to a stop when started on the input tape with sequence s, then
U does not come to a stop when started on the input tape with KM and Ks. That is if M is
unbounded then U is too.

A modified version of the universal machine

Consider a version of Turing’s universal machine and call it U’. This machine will print symbols
only on the left half a tape with a symbol ”X” marking the middle. This machine would start its
computation just left of ”X” and then work to its left. Any time there would be a need for it to
print a symbol ”S” to the right of the symbol standing to the immediate left of ”X”, it would first
go through all the previously printed symbols and moving them one step to the left to make a free
space for ”S” beside the ”X”. See figure 14 below for an example of a tape with a symbol ”X” in
the middle.

1 0 1 1 X

Figure 14: A tape where a Turing machine currently reading the symbol ”1”, the first symbol to
the left of symbol ”X” marking the middle of the tape.
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3 Undecidability

Take a set P of sequences of symbols ”0” and ”1” and call it a problem. The problem P is decidable
if there exists a machine which, when given a sequence of symbols ”0” and ”1”, decides whether
the sequence lies in the set P or not. The machine does this by printing a ”1” or ”0”, respectively,
after it has stopped running and erased any symbols it was meant to erase. A problem that is not
decidable is called undecidable

The theorem 3.1 below is a modern undecidability problem which Turing proved in his article
in 1936 [8]. In the article, Turing did not call it a theorem but rather it was meant as a part of
showing that a certain number β is not computable. This number β is gotten by first listing every
computable number on the form β1, β2, β3, ... where β1 = 0, b1,1b1,2b1,3..., β2 = 0, b2,1b2,2b2,3... and
so on, with each bi,j either being the symbol ”0” or ”1”. Then the number β = 0, b1,1b2,2b3,3... is
not computable. One could also reach this conclusion by set theoretic arguments but they do not
produce a ”concrete” uncomputable number.

Theorem 3.1. The problem of determining whether a binary string is a code of an unbounded
machine is undecidable. In other words, there is no machine that can, given the code of an arbitrary
machine M, determine whether M is unbounded or not.

Proof. Assume there exists such a machine and call it Q. When supplied with the code of an
arbitrary machine M, Q runs the code and returns whether M is unbounded or not with a symbol
”1” or ”0”, respectively. Then there also exists a machine H that is a combination of machines V,
Q and U’, where machines V and U’ are as stated in section 2.4. The machine H runs through the
binary representation of the numbers N=0,1,2,... . The machine V starts with N:=0 and R(N):=0
where R(N) is the number of unbounded machines found when the machine H has run through N
numbers. Then H works as follows:

(*) The machine H starts by incrementing N such that N:=N+1. Now H runs machine V on N
which returns whether N is the code of a machine MN or not.

(1) If V returns ’no’, then N is not the code of a machine MN and we put R(N)=R(N-1).

(2) If V returns ’yes’, then N is the code of a machine, and the machine Q is run on the code for
MN .

(i) If Q returns ’no’, then machine MN is bounded and we put R(N)=R(N-1).

(ii) If Q returns ’yes’, then machine MN is unbounded, and we put R(N)=R(N-1)+1. Then
machine U’ is run on MN and any symbols printed by the machine are done so on the left
side of the tape. When the machine MN has printed R(N) number of the symbols (”0” or
”1” in different sections), U’ is stopped. The machine H then prints the R(N)-th number
on the right side of the tape after previous ones (given that there are any). Finally, all
symbols on the left side of the tape are erased.

When R(N) has been updated and a number printed on the tape in the case (ii), then H returns
to (*) and repeats the loop.

The machine H is unbounded since there is an infinite number of unbounded machines, as stated
in the lemma 2.1. This means that for any given number, there exists a bigger number that codes
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an unbounded machine. Since H runs through all natural numbers, it will consider all unbounded
machines. This also gives that the sequence of all numbers R(N) has no upper bound, but rather
it goes to infinity, lim

N→∞
R(N) =∞.

Now take a look at what happens if we run machine H on K, where K is the code of machine
H. For numbers N=1,...K-1 the machine H will run in its usual way, stepping through the figures
and printing all R(K-1) relevant symbols on the tape.

Once N=K, the machine Q must return answer ’yes’ in stage (2) since we already know that
H is unbounded. The next step is for U’ to calculate the R(K) first binary symbols printed by
machine MK=H on the left half of the tape. However, the R(K)-th symbol is not known until after
the K-th loop. Thereby, we have that the R(K)-th figure is never printed on the tape’s right side.
So the sequence printed by H is finite and H is therefore bounded.

The conclusion above that H is unbounded now contradicts this result stating that H is bounded.
Therefore a machine Q cannot exist.

As a consequence of theorem 3.1, the following theorem 3.2 is easily proven.

Theorem 3.2. For any predetermined symbol, there is no machine E that can, given the code of
a machine M, determine whether the machine M ever prints this symbol after being started on the
empty tape.

Proof. Assume there is such a machine E and assume the predetermined symbol is ”0”. When
supplied with the code of an arbitrary machine M, this machine E can now determine whether
machine M ever prints the symbol ”0” after being started on a blank tape. Now, two claims will
be put forward from which the proof will follow. After that, each claim will be proven.

Claim 1: A machine G can then be constructed that returns whether machine M prints an
infinite number of the symbol ”0” that are never replaced with another symbol more than a finite
number of times.

Claim 2: There also exists a machine G’ that returns whether a machine returns an infinite
number of the symbol ”1” infinitely many times in different sections of the tape.

By applying both machine G and G’, a machine C can be constructed that determines whether
the arbitrary machine M is unbounded or not. This is a direct contradiction to theorem 3.1, and
therefore we can conclude that there exists no machine E.

Proof of Claim 1: Take the scenario where the machine M prints the sequence in figure 15.
Then there exists a machine M1 that prints the same sequence but replaces the first symbol ”0”,
which is not replaced more than a finite number of times, to the symbol ”0”. Furthermore, there
exists a machine M2 that replaces the first two symbol ”0” with the symbol ”0”, and so on. This
is illustrated in figures 15, 16 and 17.

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

Figure 15: Example of the output tape from machine M.

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

Figure 16: Example of the output tape from machine M1.
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1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

Figure 17: Example of the output tape from machine M1.

Consider a machine F that, when given the code of machine M and a number n, prints the code
for machine Mn. The machine G proposed in claim 1 can now be constructed by combining the
machines E and F. By running the machine G on the code of machine M, let machine E first run on
it and decide whether M ever prints the symbol ”0”. If and only if M never prints the symbol ”0”,
then G prints the symbol ”0” on its tape and stops running. On the other hand, if the machine M
does print ”0”, then machine F is made to find the code for machine Mn, machine E is then run
on the code and determines whether Mn prints ”0” or not and so on. Thereby, if the machine G
never prints the symbol ”0”, then machine M prints the symbol ”0” infinitely often. While if G
does print the symbol ”0” then machine M print the symbol ”0” only a finite number of times.

Proof of Claim 2: Clearly, a machine G’ can be constructed in the same way as machine G
but replacing the symbol ”0” with the symbol ”1”.
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